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Aggregates…the Unsung Hero of American Infrastructure

Unless you are working in the Aggregate business or some related construction 
trade, most people don’t realize the importance that aggregates play in our 
everyday lives. More commonly called rock, gravel, or base, today’s society looks 
at pits and quarries or mining in general as a nuisance or threat to some utopian 
lifestyle that doesn’t have any tolerance for the thing over the hill the shakes their 
house when they set off all the dynamite.

We’ll get back to blasting and the neighbors a little later, but for now let’s take a 
moment to study the impact on our society if there were no pits or quarries. The 
Romans understood the importance of road building. The “Appian Way” was 
constructed in 312 B.C. to assist the Roman military in its conquest out from Rome 
through Europe. Cut stone, rock, and gravel were used to construct these primitive 
roads for the efficient movement of troops and supplies.

Fast forward a couple thousand years and Dwight Eisenhower and the Federal 
Highway Act of 1956 propelled the construction of the interstate highway system 
that we know today. The more than 47,000 miles of interstate would not have been 
possible without the use of good quality aggregates from local pits and quarries. 
Today the interstate highway system is the backbone of our national transportation 
system. Originally designed to move our military from coast to coast, it now is 
responsible for handling goods and services for our way of life. Today that system 
increases tourism, brings industry and business to our communities, and gives us 
safe and efficient travel between towns, counties, and our cities.

One mile of a 15-foot-wide lane of interstate requires more than 38,000 tons of 
aggregate to construct, that equals 152,000 tons for one mile of a 4-lane interstate, 
not including bridges or other structures. You can do the math on 47,000 miles of 
interstate. That’s one big pile of gravel!

So, where does all this aggregate come from? The simple answer is, “where Mother 
Nature put it!” The hard answer today is “probably in someone’s backyard!” The 
double-edged sword for aggregate producers is what once was a rural quarry 
is now surrounded by industrial parks and residential neighborhoods. Many 
aggregate sources were established years ago near population centers, because 
that was where the need existed. But, with the urban sprawl of the last 40 years, 
many pits and quarries are now surrounded by neighborhoods that were built with 
the aggregate from the local quarry.

Here comes the rub. These aggregate producers who once existed in a rural 
area are now being forced to change their operations with modified hours of 
operation, blasting procedures, and truck routes, or they stand the chance to lose 
their permits to continue mining the property. Most municipal councils and county 
boards understand the need and the benefit of having aggregate close to their 
communities, but when they are forced to choose between an angry mob of 
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neighbors or the quarry operator, 9 times out of 10, the 
board is going to side with the residents regardless of 
what science and facts say about the mining operation.

There is an adage that I have heard over and over 
again, “In order for our society to exist we either harvest 
it from the ground or we mine it out of the earth!” If 
you have an aggregate deposit in your community, 
the locals should realize the benefits, not look at them 
as detriments to our way of life. Consider the fact, 
that if it weren’t for aggregate production, we would 
all be driving on dirt roads, many of which would be 
impassable for most of the year. Railroads would not 
exist. Concrete, asphalt, brick and block would not be 
possible. 

In summary, without aggregates, infrastructure stops 
and our way of life comes to a screeching halt. Well, 
your tires would no longer “screech” because you’d be 
driving on dirt, not concrete or asphalt.

Renee Burcalow, 
APW President

Executive Director’s Message
Summer has officially begun, and I know that means 
business and production have increased accordingly. 
While everyone starts what I hope to be a very 
successful and productive season, APW is well on its 
way to do the same. 

Earlier this spring, APW held another fruitful event – our 
fourth annual shooting event at Milford Hills in Johnson 
Creek. The event was very well-received and brought 
in even more sponsors and foursome registrations than 
last year’s event. APW also raised over $6,000 for our 
Political Action Committee (PAC), which is money that 
assists in our legislative efforts in Madison. A list of this 
year’s sponsors is included in this newsletter. Please join 
me in thanking them for their support of our event, and 
we look forward to repeating this again in 2020!

As we look into the future, APW will also be working 
on finalizing the agenda for the annual convention on 
December 5 at the Holiday Inn in Stevens Point. Last 
year’s convention was one of the largest in recent years 
and I plan on continuing that success for this year’s 
convention. Registration for exhibitors and sponsors is 
now available. A form is included in this newsletter for 
anyone interested in exhibiting or sponsoring the event. 
Stay tuned for announcements that will include our 
line-up of speakers and presentations. If anyone has 
an idea for topics that you would like to see at our 
convention this year, please do not hesitate to contact 
me.

APW has been working diligently these last few months 
on our legislative priorities for this session. This newsletter 
highlights our efforts on quarry reform legislation, as well 
as our continued education of our elected officials in 

our hosting of tours of our members’ quarries. Earlier 
this year, APW’s PAC solicitation letter went out to our 
membership asking for your support with our fundraising 
activities. A PAC contribution form is also included in this 
newsletter, which details the many reasons and ways 
you can contribute. Now more than ever, APW really 
needs all members to get involved and donate to our 
political efforts. Every amount is appreciated and goes 
a long way to help in our legislative endeavors.

While these next few months will keep us all very busy, 
I look forward to our events and work APW does on 
behalf of its members. Your individual businesses’ 
success parallels APW’s successes. Everyone benefits 
when we work as a collective and join together to 
accomplish our goals. Please help in working to make 
APW as great as it can be by attending our events and 
helping to educate others in the industry about the 
important work we do. I look forward to our continued 
success and to seeing everyone at our future events!

Erin Longmire 
APW Executive Director

Messsage from the President continued from page 1
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DOT Releases Updates for the 2020 QMP Specifications
Below details a list of all changes to the 2020 QMP specifications for aggregate. These specifications will be a part of the December, 
2019 bid letting.

continued on page 4
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DOT Updates continued from page 2

continued on page 5
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DOT Updates continued from page 3
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DNR Adopts Revisions to NR 812
On May 22, the Natural Resources Board (NRB) adopted proposed revisions to NR 812, Wis. Adm. Code. The revisions include 
changes to make corrections, clarify wording, simplify procedures, update construction standards, and be consistent with other 
state and federal laws, while continuing to protect groundwater and public health.

The proposed NR 812 revisions have been submitted to the governor’s office for approval, and then they will be submitted to 
legislative committees. The revised rules will not go into effect until after review and approval by the governor and Legislature 
is completed. Final rule changes are expected to go into effect in early 2020.

The Natural Resources Board also directed DNR staff to further evaluate issues raised by the well drilling industry related to 
casing depth in limestone, flowing wells, and PVC casing in bedrock. DNR will start a new rulemaking process to work with the 
industry on these topics.

See DNR’s web page on NR 812 Rule Changes for more information on the current rulemaking process.

Republicans on the Legislature’s budget committee approved 
jacking up fees and eliminating breaks for retailers to help pump 
$483.7 million of new revenue into transportation over the next 
two years while borrowing an additional $326.2 million for 
projects.

That’s in the neighborhood of what Gov. Tony Evers had 
proposed. But the GOP plan differed in one significant way, 
rejecting Evers’ call to increase the gas tax by 8 cents a gallon 
and indexing it for inflation going forward.

Dems on the Joint Finance Committee slammed the GOP move 
to rely on fees for much of the proposed spending increase 
rather than the gas tax, saying it would mean putting most of 
the additional burden on Wisconsin motorists regardless of how 
much they drive or the value of their vehicle.

And it means the motorists who visit Wisconsin aren’t paying 
more, while state residents are.

“If you are forced to pay those excessive fees to drive, it’s a tax. 
It’s a tax,” said state Sen. LaTonya Johnson, D-Milwaukee. “But 
the more ridiculous thing is it’s a tax on Wisconsinites, the 
people we are sent here to represent.”

The Joint Finance Committee approved the motion 11-5 with 
Sen. Duey Stroebel, R-Saukville, joining Dems in opposing 
it. Stroebel has been highly critical of Evers appointing Craig 
Thompson, the former head of the Transportation Development 
Association, to lead DOT.

“I don’t have a lot of faith in our Transportation secretary, who 
used to be a road builder lobbyist,” he said.

Evers ran on a pledge to “fix the damn roads,” a line he has 
trotted out frequently in pressing Republicans to support his 

plan. Rep. Mark Born, R-Beaver Dam, said the GOP plan 
matches Evers in many areas, but “fixes more damn roads” than 
his budget proposed with the investment in local projects.

He also said drivers would only be hit by the title transfer fee 
when purchasing a vehicle compared to every time they fill their 
tanks if lawmakers had gone with a gas tax hike. He mocked 
Dem’s concerns about the fee increases being regressive while 
supporting a gas tax hike.

“What do you think the gas tax does? These same folks pay that 
every time they fill up,” Born said.

The plan also includes $326.3 million in bonding, which would 
be slightly less than the $338.3 million that Evers had proposed, 
including $45 million in general fund supported borrowing for 
passenger rail.

The GOP plan includes:

•  more than doubling the vehicle transfer fee by $95 to $164.50, 
raising $272.9 million. The highest fee in the Midwest is 
currently $95 in Illinois, and Evers had proposed an increase of 
$10;

•  increasing the auto registration fee by $10 to $85, raising $65.3 
million;

•  modifying the registration fee for certain weight classes to 
a uniform $100. That includes raising the $75 fee on cars 
weighing 4,500 pounds to 7,999 pounds, while dropping it for 
vehicles weighing more than that. It includes reducing the fee 
for vehicles weighing at least 10,000 pounds from the current 
$155 to $100. The move overall would generate $18.5 million;

•  changing the definition of a hybrid-electric vehicle to collect an 
additional $11.3 million;

Joint Finance Committee Includes Quarry Reform 
Legislation in the Budget

APW Legislative Update

continued on page 7
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•  transferring one cent from the petroleum inspection fund to 
the transportation fund, a move of nearly $2.3 million;

•  eliminating the refund on fuel taxes to vendors to compensate 
for shrinkage and evaporation losses, generating $7.3 million;

•  eliminating the 1.35 percent administrative allowance that 
licensed motor vehicle suppliers may deduct when remitting 
the gas tax, resulting in an additional $19.7 million.

The motion also would create a one-time $90 million general 
fund appropriation to help local governments pay for road 
projects. The move would come on top of the existing $87.8 
million transfer from the general fund – comprised of income, 
corporate and sales taxes – to the transportation fund.

The proposal comes on the heels of 10 Senate Republicans – 
including all six caucus members on JFC – proposing a one-time 
$133.6 million infusion of GPR, but just for counties and towns. 
The motion would include cities and villages.

Dems knocked the GPR move, with Rep. Evan Goyke, 
D-Milwaukee calling it “the bait and switch” after Republicans 

approved a $500 million boost to K-12 education – which 
is funded by GPR – after saying the state couldn’t afford the 
governor’s $1.4 billion plan.

Evers spokeswoman Melissa Baldauff charged Republicans were 
struggling to find a sustainable solution to fund transportation.

“Raiding our state coffers and making Wisconsinites foot the bill 
for the rest instead of making out-of-state drivers pay their fair 
share isn’t the long-term solution Wisconsinites are asking for,” 
she said.

Republicans also included $2.5 million for a study on moving to 
a system that implements a fee system based on the number of 
miles driven, along with several policy items.

That includes a proposed new office in DOT to work on 
designing highway projects more cheaply and placing limits on 
local restrictions on the operation of a quarry. Then-Gov. Scott 
Walker in 2017 vetoed from the budget similar restrictions, but 
JFC Republicans defended the move as a way to cut costs in 
delivering aggregate stone to road projects.

APW Legislative Update

continued on page 8

Joint Finance Committee continued from page 6
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The policy proposals also includes a provision to limit the security DOT’s Dignitary Protection Unit could provide Lt. Gov. Mandela 
Barnes over 2019-21 to what it paid to protect him and his predecessor Republican Rebecca Kleefisch in 2017-19.

The move comes on the heels of WisPolitics.com reporting that DPU had logged nine times as many hours providing Barnes 
protection during his first two months in office as it had for Kleefisch over all of 2018. The costs for Kleefisch were $4,370 in 2018, 
while the agency spent $36,662 in the first two months of 2019 protecting Barnes. The records WisPolitics.com didn’t include a 
breakdown by fiscal year.

To view a copy of the budget motion that includes the quarry reform legislation, please click here. (need link) 

APW Legislative Update

DOT Efficiency Bills Introduced
Wisconsin’s legislature has introduced a set of bills to help 
create efficiencies within the Department of Transportation 
(DOT). The Road to Sustainability Package (RSP) is a 
group of bills that require meaningful operational reforms 
to improve department-wide efficiency. A recent audit 
by the Legislative Audit Bureau pointed to the need for 
the Department of Transportation to “use its funds more 
effectively and improve how it manages the planning, 
engineering, and construction phases of state highway 
projects, as well as its maintenance of state highways.” 
This package of legislation is aimed at accomplishing those 
goals.

Additionally, Wisconsin has the ability to provide a 
long-term stable funding source for our transportation 
requirements without the need to increase or create 
additional taxes. Providing a stable source of funding 
without raising taxes will lead to a substantial reduction in 
borrowing to cover costs in future years.

There are two bills that affect aggregate production. The 
first is Assembly Bill 277, which would create an exemption 
from local zoning ordinances for certain transportation 
project aggregate and concrete production sites. The second 
is Assembly Bill 278, which would allow for the sourcing 
of materials from within the right-of-way of a highway 
improvement project.

APW will be monitoring these bills closely to ensure positive 
outcomes for our industry.

APW Continues to Give Tours to 
Wisconsin’s Elected Officials
The Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin (APW) has been offering 
tours of our operations to our elected officials throughout the 
state. These tours are invaluable in educating those who regulate 
us on the importance of aggregate production in Wisconsin. 
Special thanks to Yahara Materials and Reesman’s Excavating 
& Grading for offering their sites for these tours. Interested in 
hosting a tour of your facility? Please contact the APW office to 
help schedule a tour.

Representatives 
from Reesman’s Excavating 

& Grading meet with 
WisDOT Secretary Craig 
Thompson, Senator Dave 

Craig (R-Big Bend)

Representatives from Yahara 
Materials meet with Governor 
Tony Evers (center)

Joint Finance Committee continued from page 7
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National Industry News

The National Mining Association (NMA) applauded the 
recommendations of a new U.S. Department of Commerce 
(DOC) report which aims to ensure a reliable supply of minerals 
in the United States. The report is the culmination of months 
of collaborative work with various U.S. agencies in response 
to Executive Order (EO) 13817, “A Federal Strategy to Ensure 
Secure and Reliable Supplies of Critical Minerals.”

“The report’s recommendations show an important and 
encouraging recognition that minerals play a vital role in our 
economy and that we can and will do better when it comes to 
minerals permitting,” said Hal Quinn, NMA president and CEO. 
“For too long, U.S. mining has been hampered by a complex 
and fractured permitting process that has stretched approval 
timelines to a decade, compared with just two to three years 
in other countries with environmental standards as stringent 
as ours. The steps outlined in this report will go a long way in 
unlocking the value of all our domestic mineral resources while 
continuing strict environmental protections.”

While the report specifically mentions critical minerals, it 
also notes that any recommendations to improve permitting 
processes for critical minerals will improve permitting processes 
for all minerals administered by federal land management 
agencies.

The U.S. government’s process for securing the necessary mine 
permits now takes close to 10 years – one of the longest mine 
permitting processes in the world. By comparison, permitting 
processes in Australia and Canada, which have similar 
environmental standards and practices as the U.S., take between 
two and three years. These permitting delays have been called 
the most significant risk to mining projects in the United States.

Despite being home to reserves estimated at $6.2 trillion, 
cumbersome permitting processes contribute to the U.S. 
importing $5 billion in minerals from foreign countries 
each year. We remain import dependent for 18 key minerals 
resources and more than 50% import-dependent for 
an additional 30 mineral commodities used in everyday 
manufacturing and defense applications. Less than half of the 
minerals U.S. manufacturers need are sourced domestically, 
despite the nation’s abundant mineral endowment.

The DOC collected input from agencies including the 
Department of Interior, the Department of Defense and others, 
and recommended a number of key reforms that, together, will 
help to minimize permitting delays and raise awareness about 
the strategic importance of minerals to our country’s economy 
and national security. 

Recommendations include: improving access to domestic 
critical mineral resources on federal lands and reducing federal 
permitting timeframes; consideration of mining under projects 
covered by the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 
Act (FAST-41); encouraging and incentivizing U.S. private 
industry investment and innovation in developing, expanding, 
modernizing and sustaining capabilities and industrial-scale 
capacity throughout the supply chain; among other specifics.

Specific examples of processes that industry believes could be 
streamlined or improved to increase access to domestic critical 
mineral resources include:

•  Avoiding duplicative reviews: the lead agency shall defer to and 
rely on baseline data, analyses and reviews performed by state 
agencies with jurisdiction over the proposed project.

•  Concurrent reviews: federal agencies should conduct any 
consultations or reviews concurrently rather than sequentially 
to expedite the process.

•  Establish timelines for each major step of the process including: 
scoping of the analysis; baseline studies required under 
applicable law and use of existing studies already conducted 
for state or federal authorizations; draft EIS or similar analysis 
under NEPA; submission and review of public and agency 
comments; publication of any required public notices; and 
final decisions.

•  Directives clearly setting forth that the permitting agency is not 
required to consider or respond to comments received after the 
close of any comment period.

•  Encourage use of Memorandums of Agreement between 
the agencies and project proponents that will set goals and 
timelines for each step of the process.

Department of Commerce Report Targets Permitting Delays
Published: Wednesday, 05 June 2019 10:44 Written by Rock Products News
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National Industry News

Statewide Industry News

On June 11, the United States Court of Appeals for the 
D.C. Circuit issued a decision ordering MSHA to restore 
two key provisions of the workplace examination rule 
that MSHA had changed in 2018 in response to industry 
concerns. The decision, brought by labor unions, including 
the Steelworkers and the UMWA, requires MSHA to revert 
to the rule as it was issued in 2017. The 2017 rule requires 
that each working place be examined at least once each shift 
before work begins in that place and that all adverse conditions 
found in the examination be recorded. The 2018 revisions 
had permitted exams to be conducted either before work 
begins or as work is beginning in the working place and also 
only required the recording of adverse conditions that could 
not be promptly corrected. These revisions had eased some 
of the more burdensome requirements of the rule.

 

The D.C. Circuit’s decision was based on a provision in the 
Federal Mine Safety and Health Review Act that prohibits 
MSHA from issuing any rule that reduces the protections 
afforded by an existing MSHA rule. The Court examined 
MSHAs rationale expressed in the rulemaking records 
for the 2017 rule and the 2018 amendment and held that 
MSHA did not adequately explain how the 2018 amendment 
did not lessen the protections provided by the 2017 rule.
NSSGA’s separate case challenging the 2017 rule remains 
pending at the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals. That case has 
been on stay awaiting the decision from the D.C. Circuit. 
NSSGA is evaluating options for proceeding with that 
challenge in light of the D.C. Circuit’s decision and awaiting 
a decision from MSHA as to whether the agency will seek 
further judicial review of the D.C. Circuit’s decision. In the 
meantime, the D.C. Circuit decision is not yet a final ruling 
and the 2018 version of the workplace exam rule remains in 
effect. 

Court Issues Ruling on Workplace Examination Rule

A professor and group of student researchers at the University 
of Wisconsin at Eau Claire claim they found elevated particulate 
levels associated with frac-sand mining. Although their studies 
didn’t conclude the levels are dangerous, professor Crispin 
Pierce has irresponsibly asserted that the levels will decrease life 
expectancy, leading some Wisconsinites to believe sand mining 
operations are a danger to the public.

Pierce conducted studies in three locations. The first was near 
a Bloomer, Wisconsin sand mine, where he found particulate 
levels well below the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
standard.

The other locations were near transportation facilities. This is 
important to note, because elevated particulate levels are well 
documented on roadways and railroads for what should be 
obvious reasons. Elevated particulate matter in the air can be 
caused by combustion, agricultural transport, railroad dust, 
or a slew of other things. If you’re the owner of a white or 
light-colored car and it was delivered to your dealer via rail, 
you probably have experience with transportation-related 
microparticles, as you’ll observe the perplexing phenomena 
when you find tiny rust flecks all over the hood or side of 
your car, burrowed into the paint. This is caused by iron 
microparticles that are kicked up from the rails.

Based on Pierce’s report, many Wisconsinites will likely believe 

Pierce’s false claims. Fear-mongering has always been a preferred 
strategy of environmental fanatics, and this is no different.

Sadly, the broader public is not knowledgeable about the 
fracking process. Even worse, it is rather difficult to explain 
to a frightened community the intricacies of particulate 
concentration levels.

It is true that regular and sustained breathing of particulate 
matter at certain levels of concentration is dangerous. However, 
like always, it’s the amount inhaled that becomes a problem. 
I’ll say it again, because it’s something that we often miss when 
it comes to toxicology and pollution: The amount of exposure 
changes the level of danger. A man who drives a frac-sand truck 
for a living, who regularly unloads the material and is frequently 
exposed to a large amount of suspended particles as they pour 
it into a hopper, should probably err on the side of caution and 
wear a respirator. Even so, Pierce admitted that the levels of 
particulates found were not alarming, even as he made his other 
claims about life expectancy.

As The Heartland Institute pointed out more than three years 
ago, Pierce has a storied history of going after sand mining 
operations and their associated air quality. In the case from 
2015, for example, he used inaccurate sampling methods and 
equipment.

Wisconsin Professor’s Anti-Fracking Agenda Exposed
May 15, 2019 – The Heartland Institute

continued on page 12
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Provisions tucked into the state transportation budget by 
leaders of the Legislature’s Joint Finance Committee would 
block local governments from regulating blasting at rock 
quarries and sand and gravel pits without state approval. The 
language would also prevent local governments from regulating 
air or water quality at quarries beyond state standards.

Joint Finance Committee co-chairs Alberta Darling, R-River 
Hills, and John Nygren, R-Marinette, introduced a motion 
Thursday night that included provisions that prohibits a 
county, town, village or city from “making or enforcing a local 
order that limits blasting at a quarry.” 

The motion does provides an exception allowing a local 
government to petition the state Department of Safety and 
Professional Services (DSPS) for the right to impose blasting 
restrictions.

The motion also bars local governments from creating air 
and water quality standards, issuing air and water permits or 
imposing “any restriction related to water quality or quantity.”

The motion is similar to language regarding quarries included 
in the 2017-19 state budget. That was vetoed by former Gov. 
Scott Walker, who said at the time he objected to “inserting a 
major policy item into the budget without sufficient time to 
debate its merits.”

Erin Longmire is the executive director of the Aggregate 
Producers of Wisconsin. She told WPR the attempts to limit 
local regulations of quarries and other aggregate mining 
operations in the current and past budget is a response to towns 
and counties enacting ordinances that go beyond regulations 
set by the state Department of Natural Resources, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and federal Mine Safety and 
Health Administration.

“We have, already, these regulations in place,” Longmire said. 
“It’s just the extra layer of various local municipalities who’ve 
taken it upon themselves to add more overzealous regulations 
[that] has caused us to take a step toward a direction of more 
statewide control over this.”

Longmire said there isn’t any reason to regulate the aggregate 
industry more than it already is other than to force producers 
out of business.

“What was becoming a problem is we have local units of 
government who are overstepping in many areas as it relates to 
our operation to a point where we have some that have even 
had to cease operations,” Longmire said.

In the town of Deerfield in Dane County concerns about how 
an expanding limestone quarry could impact a historic church 
led town board members to pass local blasting regulations in 
2015 that go beyond state administrative code. It allows blasting 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays. The state regulations 
allow blasting from sunrise to sunset and doesn’t specify which 
days.

The Deerfield ordinance also sets limits on ground vibrations 
and airblast intensity that are more restrictive than those set by 
the state.

Deerfield Town Board supervisor Bill Roelofs told WPR the 
measures are meant to protect a 165-year-old church that 
sits across the street from a quarry owned by Forever Sandfill 
& Limestone. He said the company objected to the 2015 
restrictions set by the town arguing it effectively stopped all 
blasting at the quarry. Roelofs said the contention between 
the quarry and the town was a driving force behind the 2017 
attempt to limit local control.

“Deerfield was mentioned numerous times in the meetings that 
were held between various parties,” Roelofs said.

Roelofs said he suspects the current language inserted into 
the budget is also related to overriding Deerfield’s quarry 
regulations. He said while the state does have blasting 
regulations on the books there are only two inspectors at DSPS 
to ensure companies are following the rules.

“The town is right there. We see the results of blasting,” 
Roelofs said. “We hear from the people that are involved ... 
in my opinion, a one-size-fits-all solution to blasting is not 
appropriate.”

Local government groups including the Wisconsin Towns 
Association and Wisconsin Counties Association have been 
negotiating with Republicans in the state Legislature over 
road funding for weeks, according to League of Wisconsin 
Municipalities Deputy Director Curt Witynski. He said the 
current language on quarries is “more palatable” than what was 
introduced in 2017.

“We’re pretty much not going to raise a fuss about this even 
though ordinarily, as a matter of principal, we don’t like 
preemption of local control,” Witynski said. “But given the 
context and overall negotiations, all the local governments are 
standing down at this point on the issue.”

Still, representatives of the Wisconsin Towns and Wisconsin 
Counties associations said they were still reviewing the JFC 
motion relating to quarries and aggregate producers.

The budget motion approved by the finance committee 
included $90 million in general fund money that would go to 
local governments for road improvement projects.

The state’s business lobby group, Wisconsin Manufacturers 
and Commerce, said it was reviewing the matter and could not 
comment.

Statewide Industry News

Joint Finance Committee Transportation Budget Blocks Local Control 
of Quarries
June 11, 2019 – Wisconsin Public Radio
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Statewide Industry News

In the 2015 study, Pierce and his student researchers found low concentrations of particulates and engaged in shoddy science to 
detect those levels. The study used less-than-accurate equipment and reads more like a hastily completed class report than a fully 
funded research project. The “researchers” didn’t even bother to take baseline measurements of upwind particulate levels.

Environmental extremists have long targeted frac-sand mining because frac sand is central to the fracking process, which they love to 
vilify. Therefore, activists portray frac-sand mining as inherently harmful, despite the wealth of evidence to the contrary.

As for the more recent study, Pierce should be relieved that the results came up as “not alarming,” rather than beating war drums to 
shut down a thriving industry that employs thousands of Wisconsinites and keeps energy prices affordable.

www.uni�edscreening.com

866-968-3697

Size matters.
Don’t under-estimate 
the importance of 
wire diameter to 
increasing throughput.

Unified stocks 
hundreds of square 
opening screen sizes, 
in addition to 
manufacturing 
thousands of various 
design specifications.

Count on Unified to 
help you increase 
throughput and 
reduce downtime.

Anti-Fracking Agenda Exposed continued from page 10
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Website: ehwolf.com    Social Media: @ehwolfsonsinc

Slinger, Wisconsin 1-800-236-9653
501 Kettle Moraine Dr S, Slinger, WI 53086

Green Bay, Wisconsin 1-800-432-7711
1121 McDonald St, Green Bay, WI 54303

Serving Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, with facilities in Slinger, Green Bay and Waukesha.

E.H. Wolf & Sons, Inc. is proud to partner with the following companies: 

By ensuring your new oil meets your OEM’s specific ISO oil cleanliness 
spec, you can reduce the rate of equipment failures in the field and the 

unplanned downtime on the job site that comes with them.

Industries we serve:

industrial

manufacturing

fleet construction mining food

agriculture automotive marine

Contact your E.H. Wolf sales rep or call 1-800-236-9653 to find out more!
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Durex Products is Back! The company brand name has been rebirthed as 
Durex Products, Inc., a brand you’ve known since 1965; a brand you can trust.
Durex® wire cloth screens are the foundation 
for a full line of innovative screen products 
manufactured since 1965.

Durex® wire cloth is made of high quality oil 
tempered, stainless, or high carbon steel, 
which offers long life, minimal downtime,      
and low cost per ton of production.

In addition to high quality raw materials, 
Durex® uses advanced tooling and 
production machinery to assure accurate 
openings and tight weaves. The production 
personnel have the experience and 
knowledge needed to produce high 
quality, accurate, and long-lasting screen 
media. The high levels of accuracy and 
workmanship also extend to finishing the 
screen panels. Each Durex® wire screen 
panel is precisely sheared to the customer’s 
specifications and hooked to match the 
customer’s machine OEM specifications.

Rock Machinery Company, LLC
740 N. Dekora Woods Blvd., 
Saukville, WI 53080
Phone: 262-536-4603
Fax: 262-536-4604
sales@rockmachinery.com
www.rockmachinery.com

Invest in our quality
Profit from our solutionsTM

• Perforated / Flame Cut Plate
• Spray Piping, Nozzles, V-jet Sprays
• Channel (Bucker Bar) Rubber
• Skirt Board Rubber
• Hardware (Donuts & J-Bolts, Tension Wedge 

Assemblies, etc.)

• Curved Wedge Wire screens and Wedge Wire 
panels for various modular systems 

• Modular Wire Cloth panels for various systems
• Steel Stringers, Steel Studs and Steel U-Channels 

for modular panels

• Tension Rails
• Center Hold-Down Components

 Ask about our other high quality products offered by Durex Products, Inc.
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QUALITY TRUCK CARE CENTER 
•   UFond Du LacU     920/378-3115 Shaun Fleming 
•   UDePereU     920/410-4098 Nick Instefjord 

www.qualitytruckcarecenter.com 
 
 

SALES• SERVICE• PARTS• LEASING• RENTALS 
§   DePere, WI. 
§   Appleton, WI. 
§   Oshkosh, WI. 
§   FondduLac,WI. 

o   NEW/ USED TRUCKS 
o   NEW/ USEDTRAILERS NEW/ USED SPOTTERS 

RENTAL TRUCKS 
o   RENTAL TRAILERS TRACTOR/TRAILER LEASING 

 

www.westernstartrucks.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PREMIUM  BRANDS  •  PREMIUM    SERVICE  
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Green Bay, WI
 (800) 236-5845 

Wisconsin Rapids, WI
  (800) 842-5766 

Halron Lubricants offers a complete line of  
products & services essential to your success! 

Bulk & Packaged Deliveries 

 Heavy Duty Engine Oils 
 Multi Vis Hydraulic Fluids 
 Bar & Chain 
 Heavy Duty Greases 
 Transmission Fluids 
 Drive Train Fluids 
 Gear Lubricants 
 Antifreeze
 Chemicals & Cleaners 
 Fuel Additives 
 Diesel Exhaust Fluid 
 Dispensing Equipment 
 Environmental Services 

www.halron.com 

Serving Wisconsin &
Upper Michigan 
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MILWAUKEE
11200 W. Silver Spring Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53225
(414) 461-9100 

MADISON
1111 Applegate Rd.
Madison, WI 53713
(608) 271-6200 

EAU CLAIRE
7860 Partridge Rd., 
Eau Claire, WI 54703
(715) 874-5100

LA CROSSE
1620 Carol Ct.
La Crosse, WI 54601
(608) 783-4891 

SUPERIOR
111 Moccasin Mike Rd.
Superior, WI 54880
(715) 398-9696 

GREEN BAY
600 Hansen Rd.
Green Bay, WI 54307
(920) 498-8000 

WAUSAU
9601 Christie Ln.
Weston, WI 54476
(715) 359-6220 

MARQUETTE
US Highway 41 West
Negaunee, MI 49866
(906) 475-4191

FABICK CAT WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN LOCATIONS

www.fabickcat.com

J45 Jaw Crusher

I44 Impact Crusher R155 Screener R105 Screener

Fabick Cat, a leading supplier of construction industry machines and equipment for 100 years, has 
teamed up with McCloskey International, a leader in the screening and crushing industry since 
1985, to provide sales, parts and service for McCloskey products throughout the entire Fabick Cat 
territory, which includes a major portion of Missouri and southern Illinois, and has been expanded 
to include the entire state of Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

McCloskey International leads the screening and crushing industry with a complete line of 
equipment including: cone, jaw and impact crushers, vibrating screeners, trommels and stacking 
conveyors. The line is used in a wide range of industries which include aggregates, landscaping, 
infrastructure and road building, construction and demolition, mining, waste management and 
recycling which will complement Fabick’s offering of Cat products in these industries.

Fabick Cat® adds McCloskey Screeners  
and Crushers to its Equipment Lineup
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P.O. Box 65
Eau Claire, WI 54702-0065
www.rbscott.com

800-438-2907
715-832-9792
Fax 715-832-7767

Why should you inventory thousands of dollars of
screens that may become obsolete?

We maintain a large inventory of  Metso square and
slotted screen openings, that allow us to efficiently produce your screen,
and usually ship within 24 hours of your order.

Please contact us with any questions or special requests. We take great
pride in our products and value your business.

“ Now manufacturing screens produced with ULTRALOY, a new wire alloy from Metso Minerals.”
Wire with the optimum combination of strength, ductility and abrasion, resulting in longer wear life even in the most demanding applications.

Contact RB Scott for more information: 
PO Box 65, Eau Claire, WI  54702 
Phone: 715-832-9792     Fax: 715-832-7767 
www.rbscott.com             info@rbscott.com 
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Solving Problems Makes Us Attorneys; 
Anticipating Them, Makes Us a Partner.

Our Construction attorneys have prior experience as engineers, project managers and 

commercial real estate owners that can personally identify with the issues facing the 

construction industry. Real-world experience and a thorough understanding of the industry 

not only helps our attorneys relate to client needs, but also to anticipate them. 

Learn more at axley.com.

FOR OVER 125 YEARS

OVER 100 PRACTICE AREAS

OVER 50 ATTORNEYS

MADISON • WAUKESHA • 608.257.5661 • LAW@AXLEY.COM

n  Top performing equipment—New, used, and rental

n  Certified technicians complete maintenance and repairs

n Parts when you need them

Operating since 1944, Miller-Bradford 
& Risberg is a Wisconsin based family 
business dedicated to excellence for 
all your equipment needs.

PERFORMANCE 
You Can Count On

www.miller-bradford.com

Wisconsin 
Sussex 
800-242-3115

DeForest 
800-585-7219

Eau Claire 
800-585-7232

De Pere 
800-638-7448

Marathon 
888-886-4410

Michigan 
Negaunee 
800-562-9770

Illinois 
Rockford 
800-585-7231
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AGGREDRY™ 
WASHER

• Single or twin screw removes clay, dirt and crusher dust 
from sand.

• Integrated dewatering screen separates water leaving 
just 8% moisture in sand.

• Low moisture sand needs no dry time, uses less real 
estate and reduces maintenance.

• Patented fines recovery saves 3% of material from 
waste pond for more saleable product.

WWW.SUPERIOR-IND.COM 715-832-9792
WWW.RBSCOTT.COM

02-2017 AWP Ad SPAD1003ENPR-01_v2.indd   1 2/1/17   11:39 AM

PROBLEM-SOLVING 
SOLUTIONS

• Idlers, pulleys, and accessories mounted to Superior 
brand conveyors every day.

• With help from customers, new products defeat 
maintenance concerns.

• Sizable engineering staff create custom designs for 
existing conveyors.

• Minnesota-based manufacturing for quick lead times 
into Wisconsin.

WWW.SUPERIOR-IND.COM 715-832-9792
WWW.RBSCOTT.COM

02-2017 AWP Ad SPAD0000ENPR-01_v2.indd   1 2/1/17   11:53 AM
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Sun Prairie  
608-837-5141 

 

West Salem 
608-786-2644 

Milwaukee 
414-462-9790 

 

Plover 
715-254-2777 

De Pere 
920-336-5711 

 

Mt. Pleasant 
262-898-6700 
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Officers
President 
Renee Burcalow 
(608) 849-4162
Yahara Materials
PO Box 277
Waunakee, WI 53597

Vice President 
Bob Bingen  
(920) 583-3132 
Michels Materials 
817 West Main Street 
Brownsville, WI 53006

Treasurer 
Tom Halquist  
(262) 246-9000
Halquist Stone 
Company, Inc.
PO Box 308
Sussex, WI 53089-0308

Secretary 
Tony Tomashek 
(608) 783-6411
Milestone Materials
920 10th Ave. North
La Crosse, WI 54650

Past President 
Adam Tegelman 
(920) 749-3360
MCC, Inc.
PO Box 1137
Appleton, WI 54912

Directors 
Brian Endres

(262) 524-1700

Payne & Dolan

N3 W23650 Badinger Road

Waukesha, WI 53187

Dave Johnson

(262) 334-3284

West Bend Sand & Stone

4246 Highway 33 West

West Bend, WI 53095

Tod Pauly  

(920) 894-7353

Aggrecon, Ltd.

16800 Little Elkhart Lake Road

Kiel, WI 53042

Ted Peterson 

(715) 848-1365

County Materials

PO Box 100

Marathon, WI 54448

Chad Sell 

(715) 284-2512

Hoffman Construction

123 CTH A

Black River Falls, WI 54614

Tony Tomashek 

(608) 783-6411

Milestone Materials

920 10th Ave. North

La Crosse, WI 54650

Associate Director
Dan DeVault  

(414) 461-9100

FABICK CAT

11200 West Silver Spring Road

Milwaukee, WI 53225

DATES TO REMEMBER
APW Annual Convention 
Thursday, December 5, 2019 
Holiday Inn, Stevens Point

Don’t forget to check the APW website,  
www.aggregateproducers.org for industry 
related news.

M E M B E R  N E W S

CORRECTION TO APW’S 
MARCH NEWSLETTER
In the last APW newsletter, the following 
individuals were not included in the list of APW 
PAC contributors for 2018. APW apologizes 
for this omission and wishes to thank these 
individuals for their support of APW’s PAC:

Platinum Members - $1,000–$2,499 
John Mickelson – RB Scott

Gold Members - $500–$999 
Chuck Holmes – Quick Supply 
Mark Olson – Olson Explosives

Silver Members - $250–$499 
Dave Montgomery – Quick Supply

Bronze Members - $100–$249 
Brian LaRue – Olson Explosives 
Dan Soley – Miller-Bradford & Risberg
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Platinum

Gold

Silver

Quality Truck Care 
Centers

American Bin & Conveyor
Baer Insurance Services

Champion Charter Sales & 
Service

EccoFab
G.W. Van Keppel

Halron Oil Company

Husch Blackwell
Ozinga

Rock Machinery
Telsmith

United Rentals
US Lafarge

Thank You to Our 
2019 Shooting Event Sponsors!
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Platinum

Gold

Silver

Quality Truck Care 
Centers

American Bin & Conveyor
Baer Insurance Services

Champion Charter Sales & 
Service

EccoFab
G. W. Van Keppel

Halron Oil Co.

Husch Blackwell
Rock Machinery

Telsmith
United Rentals

Thank You to APW’s Sponsors for 2019!
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APW 2019 CONVENTION REGISTRATION &  
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

2019 Sponsorship & Exhibitor Opportunities  
(Please Check Box) 

    
Type       Price - Member  Price - Non-Member       
□  Single Booth Exhibitor    $325    $500 
     (As a single booth exhibitor, you receive one 8x10 draped table, two chairs and a complimentary registra-
tion. Additional registrations may be purchased if needed). 
□  Double Booth Exhibitor    $550                             $700 
     (As a double booth exhibitor, you receive two 8x10 draped tables, two chairs and two complimentary reg-
istrations.  Additional registrations may be purchased if needed.) 
□  Gold Sponsor & Booth Exhibitor   $1,500 
     (Gold sponsorship includes one 8x10 foot, draped table, two chairs and one complimentary registration.  
This sponsorship also includes gold sponsorship recognition throughout the event, on the APW website and 
in the APW newsletter). 
□   Platinum Sponsor & Booth Exhibitor  $3,000  
     (Platinum sponsorship includes two 8x10, draped tables, two chairs and two complimentary registrations.  
This sponsorship also includes platinum sponsorship recognition throughout the event, on the APW website 
and in the APW newsletter). 
     
 
Company: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone: __________________________________  Fax: __________________________________ 
 
E-mail: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Attendee: _________________________________ Attendee: _____________________________ 
 
Attendee: __________________________________Attendee: _____________________________ 
 
Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: _____________________________  State: ________________  Zip:____________________ 
 

Event Sponsorship (If Applicable): _____ Gold _____ Platinum 
 

Single Booth Exhibitor: _____   Double Booth Exhibitor: _____ 
 

Additional Attendee Registrations ($75 per attendee): _______ 
 

TOTAL PAID: _______   
 

Please send your registration form and check made out to APW to: 
 

APW 
PO Box 2157 

Madison, WI  53701 
 
A block of rooms have been reserved at the Holiday Inn in Stevens Point for $93 per night.   Please mention that you are with the  
Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin (APW) prior to November 6, 2019 to receive that rate.  Please call 715-344-0200. 



Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin Political Action 
Committee (APW PAC) 

Focusing Your 
Political Resources 

What is the Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin PAC? (APW PAC) 

Aggregate Producers of Wisconsin Political Action Committee 

PO Box 2157 
Madison, WI  53701 
Phone: 608-283-2595 
Fax: 608-237-2299 

Please make checks payable to 
Aggregate Producers of Wis-
consin Political Action Commit-
tee (APW PAC) and mail them 
to the above address.   
Remember, personal checks or 
credit cards only! 

NAME  ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
COMPANY  _______________________________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS  ________________________________________________________________ 
 
CITY  _____________________________  STATE  _________  ZIP  __________________ 
 
PHONE  __________________________________________________________________ 
 
HOME ADDRESS  __________________________________________________________ 
 
 _____$100 – BRONZE MEMBER  _____$500 – GOLD MEMBER 
 
 _____$250 – SILVER MEMBER  _____$1000 – PLATINUM MEMBER 
 

_____ OTHER 
CONTRIBUTION AMOUNT  $___________________________ 
 
TO ENSURE SECURITY, PLEASE CALL THE APW OFFICE TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD. 

Aggregate Producers 
of Wisconsin Political 
Action Committee 
(APW PAC) 

Protecting Your Industry  

 A Political Action Committee (PAC) is a group formed (usually by an industry or an issue-oriented or-
ganization) to raise and contribute money to the campaigns of candidates likely to advance the 
group's interests.  

  APW PAC is dedicated to advancing the issues important to the aggregate industry in Wisconsin. The 
APW PAC will pool money from owners, employees and partners to make contributions to candidates 
for elected office.  

 Contributions to the PAC must come from individuals; corporate contributions to the PAC are prohib-
ited.  

 APW reviews all legislative initiatives affecting your right and ability to conduct your business in       
Wisconsin. 

 APW supplies you with all the information you need to understand how legislation will affect your 
business. 

 Contributions are made to state elected officials of any party that supports APW’s political initiatives. 

 The APW and APW PAC are not aligned with any political party.  We support those who are helpful to 
our industry. 

Questions & Answers  
 Can I make a personal or business contribution?  A:  The APW PAC can only accept and disperse per-

sonal contributions. 

 Why should I contribute to the APW PAC?  A:  Laws that negatively affect aggregate producers can 
be made at anytime.  To protect your future, we need legislators in office who support our industry. 

 Why should my contributions go through the APW PAC?  Why not give directly to the candidate?  A:  
It is more effective to give through the APW PAC.  Through the APW PAC  the aggregate industry re-
ceives credit for the contribution as well as the individual.  A contribution through the APW PAC iden-
tifies both you and APW to candidates. 
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